
• Who is in the room?

• Please introduce yourself in the chat window:

– Your name

– Your position

– Your city/state

Welcome to our webinar:

Viewing Elementary CT from Different Perspectives
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We want to HEAR from you! Please choose the first option in the Audio 

Conference window (Dial-out) in order to communicate verbally. If unable to 

receive an incoming call, please choose one of the other options listed.



Viewing Elementary CT 

from Different 

Perspectives
A presentation prepared by Nancy McGowan

Community Ambassador, CS for All Teachers

September 2019
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Introducing our Panelists

Nancy McGowan Sara Carpenter Lisa Rode
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Most problems are 

easy to solve.

You just need to get 

OFF the escalator.

Integrating 

Computational 

Thinking
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1gO6TQIQEUkLFAK1rYXo6r6NjiVvTp0-8/view


What is Computational Thinking?

1. Devising a method to solve problems

2. Logically organizing and analyzing data

3. Representing data through models

4. Making a series or ordered steps (an algorithm)

5. Trying out different solutions with the goal of being efficient and 

effective

6. Generalizing the problem-solving process so that it includes 

more than the current problem
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What are the Benefits of Computational 

Thinking?

1. Confidence in dealing with future complex problems and/or 

situations

2. Developing persistence

3. Finding multiple pathways/solutions

4. Being able to deal with open-ended problems

5. Communicating ideas, solutions, and problem solving 

techniques effectively when collaborating
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Poll #1

Audience Poll
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Poll #2

Audience Poll
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13 Rules that Expire

Source: nctm.org
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http://www.nctm.org


IN ELA

● Parts of a narrative story

○ Beginning, middle, end

○ Exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, resolution

○ Character

○ Setting

○ Conflict

● Breaking down informational text

○ Text features

● Word parts, roots, affixes, suffixes
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IN COMPUTER SCIENCE:

● Programming step-by-step instructions for a big challenge

● Unplugged activities giving instructions to a partner

● Graphic organizers

● Bridging science and social studies
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Take Aways
12



Decomposition

Pattern

Recognition
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What I See
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IN ELA

● Trends in books across a genre, topic, or from

a particular author

● Text structures

● Spelling patterns

● Word patterns
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IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

● software development

● early coding languages

● to develop a need for new functions such as loops

● science and social studies
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Take Aways
17



Pattern

Recognition

Abstraction
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Hierarchical 

Inclusion
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11 + 15=

10+1 14+1

Even + Even = Even!! Odd + Odd = Even!!
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● Oral and written communication 

● How do we share our messages? What kinds of 

decisions do authors need to make? 

○ What is are the essential pieces to include? 

○ What components can you leave out?
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IN COMPUTER SCIENCE:

● sorting activities

● communicating ideas in a language

● asking what can be left out
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Take Aways
23



Decomposition

Pattern

Recognition

Algorithmic Design

Abstraction
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39 + 67=
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In ELA

● Creation and use of functional texts

● Narrative texts, story maps, and algorithms
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IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

● programs have a certain syntax

● diagrams and flowcharts to communicate processes

● unplugged activities 
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TYING IT TOGETHER:

KIBO in Early Childhood 

Education
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KIBO & Early Childhood 

Robotics 
Source: https://kinderlabrobotics.com
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https://kinderlabrobotics.com/


KIBO & Computer 

Programming 
Source: https://kinderlabrobotics.com
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https://kinderlabrobotics.com/


Decomposition Pattern 

Recognition

Abstraction Algorithmic 

Design

● looked at the 

task 

sequentially

● used 

decomposition 

to find the bug 

in the program

● students saw 

a pattern in 

the algorithm 

and was able 

to see 

meaning they 

could apply to 

new situations

● determined the 

repeating 

forwards 

weren’t 

needed

● used repeat 

block in order 

to make 

program more 

efficient

● able to 

develop 

algorithmic 

design and 

apply to new 

programs 
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Poll #3

Audience Poll
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“

”

Marina Umaschi Bers

Coding can become a playground, an
environment to be creative, to express
ourselves, to explore alone and with 
others,to learn new skills, and to 
problem solve. All of this, while having 
fun.

creator of KIBO
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Standards for Mathematical Practice
1. Make sense of a problem and persevere. Using Number Talks (decomposition 

strategies, noticing patterns, looking for more than one solution).

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Have students draw a visual representations 

of problems while working with manipulatives  Students move from manipulatives 

(concrete) to symbolic drawings (representations) to algorithms (abstract).  Discuss 

with students what the numbers represent. 

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others Using sentence 

stems at math stations will help students to develop vocabulary for mathematical 

discourse. When discussing as a class model questioning in Math Talks.

4. Model with mathematics. Metacognition is thinking about one’s thinking.  Model this 

in Number Talks and discuss student math journal entries so that students have 

exposure to rich math talks.

5. Use appropriate tools strategically. Provide students with a variety of math tools, 

but allow time for students to make sense of how to use the tools. 

6. Attend to precision. Ask process questions.  Provide rich math tasks that allow 

students an opportunity to  explain their process so that they are understood.

7. Look for and make use of structure. Help students find patterns that can be used to 

solving more complex problems (fact families, friendly numbers, doubles, commutative, 

distributive, partial products, etc. 

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. (Sequence of numbers, 

place value, compensation, decomposing larger problems into smaller, 34



NCTE / IRA Standards for the English 

Language Arts: Guiding Visions

● All students must have the opportunities and resources to develop the 

language skills they need to pursue life’s goals and to participate fully 

as informed, productive members of society.

● These standards assume that literacy growth begins before children 

enter school as they experience and experiment with literacy 

activities—reading and writing, and associating spoken words with 

their graphic representations.

● They encourage the development of curriculum and instruction that 

make productive use of the emerging literacy abilities that children 

bring to school.

● These standards provide ample room for the innovation and creativity 

essential to teaching and learning.

● They are not prescriptions for particular curriculum or instruction.

● These standards are interrelated and should be considered as a 

whole, not as distinct and separable 35



ISTE Standards For Students

5. Computational Thinker 

Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving 

problems in ways that leverage the power of technological methods to develop 

and test solutions. Students: 

a. formulate problem definitions suited for technology-assisted methods 

such as data analysis, abstract models and algorithmic thinking in 

exploring and finding solutions. 

b. collect data or identify relevant data sets, use digital tools to analyze 

them, and represent data in various ways to facilitate problem-solving and 

decision-making. 

c. break problems into component parts, extract key information, and 

develop descriptive models to understand complex systems or facilitate 

problem-solving. 

d. understand how automation works and use algorithmic thinking to develop 

a sequence of steps to create and test automated solutions.

Source: iste.org/standards 
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Resources

▶Number Sense Routines by Jessica Shumway

▶How Children Learn Number Concepts by Kathy Richardson

▶13 Rules That Expire published by NCTM

▶Coding as a Playground: Programming and Computational 

Thinking in the Early Childhood Classroom by Marina 

Umaschi Bers

▶Websites to explore computer science:

▶Iste.org

▶Code.org

▶https://www.csforall.org

▶Photo Source

▶https://www.photosforclass.com/
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https://www.csforall.org/
https://www.photosforclass.com/
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Are you a member of 

CS for All Teachers?

Membership is FREE! 

Sign up in order to:

▶ Connect with other CS teachers

▶ Participate in free webinars

▶ Access free resources

https://csforallteachers.org/user/register
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https://csforallteachers.org/user/register


Upcoming activities
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www.csforallteachers.org

@CSforAllTchrs
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